
The beautiful cityscape 
and rich musical and 
artistic heritage have 

made Venice a 
major tourist destination 

since the 18th century.
 

However, Venice’s 
popularity 

as a major worldwide 
tourist destination has 
caused severe problems 

of overcrowding and 
environmental decay. 
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Beginnings
The traditional founding of  Venice is said to have taken place 
at the stroke of  noon on 25 March 421 with the dedication 
of  the first church, that of  San Giacomo at the islet of  Rialto. 
From 166 AD the fishing populations of  the original marshy 
lagoons swelled with refugees fleeing successive waves 
of  Germanic and Hun and later Lombard invasions.  

Following the reorganisation of  the Roman/Byzantine 
territory, Venice enjoyed increasing autonomy because of  its 
isolation. New ports were built, including those at Malamocco 
and Torcello in the Venetian lagoon. The tribuni maiores, 
the earliest central standing governing committee of  the 
islands in the Lagoon, dated from   c. 568. Around 726 amid 
chaos and iconoclasm in the rest of  Italy, the people of  the 
lagoon elected their first leader, or doge (Venetian dialect for 
Latin dux (“leader”), the ceremonial head of  the city, who 
normally held the title until his death. 

From the 9th to the 12th century, Venice developed into 
an independent city state. The ducal seat moved from 
Malamocco to the highly protected Rialto, the current location 
of  Venice. The monastery of  St. Zachary and the first ducal 
palace and basilica of  St. Mark, as well as a walled defense 
(civitatis murus) between Olivolo and Rialto, were subsequently 
built here. The city was governed by the Great Council made 
up of  members of  the noble families of  Venice. 

Independence, wealth and culture
During this time, Venice’s leading families vied with each 
other to build the grandest palaces and support the work of  
the greatest and most talented artists. In 828 the new city’s 
prestige had increased with the acquisition of  the claimed relics 
of  St. Mark the Evangelist from Alexandria, which were placed 
in the new basilica. In 1204 after the capturing and sacking 
of  Constantinople and establishment of  the Latin Empire, 
considerable Byzantine plunder was brought back to Venice, 
including the gilt bronze horses from the Hippodrome of  
Constantinople, placed above the entrance to the cathedral of  
Venice, St Mark’s Basilica.

By the late 13th century, Venice was the most prosperous 
city in all of  Europe. With the elimination of  pirates along 
the Dalmatian coast, the city became a flourishing trade center 
between Western Europe and the rest of  the world (especially 
the Byzantine Empire and the Islamic world). At the peak of  
its power and wealth, Venice had 36,000 sailors operating 3,300 
ships, dominating Mediterranean commerce. Venice carved 
out a sphere of  influence in the Mediterranean known as 
the Duchy of  the Archipelago, and captured Crete. 



Venice remained a republic throughout its independent 
period. The state of  Venice was notable for its freedom 
from religious fanaticism and it enacted not a single 
execution for religious heresy during the Counter-
Reformation. By 1482, Venice adopted the newly invented 
German printing press and became the printing capital 
of  the world. The leading printer was Aldus Manutius, who 
invented the concept of  paperback books that could be carried 
in a saddlebag. 

Disease, war and maritime competition
Venice’s very success became a cause of  radual decline. 
In 1348 The Black Death, brought in on sailing 
ships, devastated Venice. 30 years of  war against the 
Ottoman Empire (1423-1453) that cost Venice much of  its 
eastern Mediterranean possessions. 

Christopher Columbus discovered the New World in 1492. 
Then Vasco da Gama of  Portugal found a sea route to India 
by rounding the Cape of  Good Hope during his first voyage 
of  1497-99, destroying Venice’s land route monopoly. 
France, England and the Dutch Republic followed. Venice’s 
oared galleys were at a disadvantage when it came to 
traversing the great oceans, and therefore Venice was left 
behind in the race for colonies. 

The Black Death struck again between 1575 and 1577, and 
again in 1630, killing some 50,000 people  or a third of  
Venice’s 150,000 citizens. 

Nevertheless, the Venetian empire remained a major 
exporter of  agricultural products and, until the mid-18th 
century, a significant manufacturing center. 

In the 18th Century Venice became perhaps the most 
elegant and refined city in Europe, greatly influencing 
art, architecture and literature. 

The Republic lost independence when Napoleon 
Bonaparte conquered Venice on 12 May 1797 during 
the First Coalition. In 1866, following the Third Italian War 
of  Independence, Venice, along with the rest of  the Veneto, 
became part of  the newly created Kingdom of  Italy.



Bridge of Sighs
The Bridge of  Sighs, suspended over the water of  the 
Palazzo Rio, that houses, was built at the beginning of  
the 17th century form a design by Antonio Contin. 
The two overlapping corridors were used to serve as 
a link between the Old Prisons, in the Doge’s Palace, 
and the New Prisons, situated beyond the Palazzo 
River. Legend says that from this bridge one could hear 
the sighs of  the condemned as they were being led to 
prison.

Rialto Bridge
The Rialto Bridge is the most famous of  the bridges that cross 
the Grand Canal. Originally the site of  a food market, there has 
always been a canal crossing - first, a simple bridge of  boats, and 
later a real wooden bridge, made from two inclined ramps with a 
mobile section in the middle to allow the passage of  ships. The 
current Rialto Bridge was constructed under the supervision 
of  Antonio da Ponte, between 1588 and 1591. When Venice was 
a marine power, big cargo ships stopped here to unload and 
sell  silk and spices from the Orient in exchange for metalwork and 
textiles from Lombardy and Florence, Germany and many other 
parts of  Italy and from across the Alps.
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St.Mark’s 
Campanile            Bell Tower 

In front of  the Basilica we find the “Master of  
the house” - the famous 97 metres high bell tower 
of  San Marco. , On top is a golden statue of  
the Archangel Gabriel whose big wings, pushed by 
the wind, make it rotate. When the angel is facing 
the Basilica, it is a sign that there will be high 
water. No less famous than the bell tower are the 5 
bells themselves: the Nona, that chimed on the 
ninth hour, the Marangona (from “marangon”, or 
carpenter), that chimed in the morning and evening 
– to mark the beginning and end of  the working 
day, the Maleficio, that announced those condemned 
to death, and finally the Trottiera and the bell of  
the Pregadi, that called the judges and senators to 
their seats in the Doge’s Palace.

Piazza San Marco
This great square overlooking the water is a mixture of  spaces, 
volumes and styles: the Procurator’s residence, the bell tower, 
the Doge’s Palace and the Sansoviniana Bookshop.
On Ascension day, the Doge and the city’s most important 
members got on board and sailed out to the Adriatic, to 
the Lido port. Here the Doge threw a ring, symbolizing 
union between Venice and water, into the sea and pronounced 
the solemn formula: “We wed you oh sea, in the sign of  true, 
eternal dominion”.



Tourism
Tourism has been 
a major sector of  
Venetian industry 
since the 18th 
century, when it 
was a major center 
for the Grand 
Tour, with its 
beautiful cityscape, 
uniqueness, and rich 
musical and artistic 
cultural heritage.

In the 19th century, 
Venice became a 
fashionable centre 
for the rich and famous, who often stayed 
or dined at luxury establishments such as 
the Danieli Hoteland the Caffè Florian. 

In the 1980s, the Carnival of  Venice was 
revived and the city has become a major 
centre of  international conferences and 
festivals, such as the prestigious Venice 
Biennale and the Venice Film Festival, 
which attract visitors from all over 
the world for their theatrical, cultural, 
cinematic, artistic, and musical productions. 

Price of  Popularity
Venice is regarded as 
one of  the world’s most 
beautiful cities. The city 
now has an average of  
50,000 tourists a day. 

However, Venice’s 
popularity means the city 
can be very overcrowded. 
The competition for 
foreigners to buy homes in 
Venice has made prices so 
high that many Venetians 
are forced to move to 
more affordable areas 
of  Veneto and Italy.

The need to balance cruise tourism revenues 
with the protection of  the city’s fragile canals 
has seen the Italian Transport Ministry attempt 
to introduce a ban on large cruise ships visiting 
the city. The ban would only allow cruise ships 
smaller than 40,000-gross tons to enter Venice’s 
Giudecca Canal and St Mark’s basin.

Venice has become widely known for its element 
of  elegant decay. It is regarded by some as a 
tourist trap, and by others as a “living museum”. 


